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A. Introductory Remarks about the Document

Ottoman mining, especially its legal and technological aspect, has been the sub¬

ject of substantial publication in the last thirty years
1 ). However, as Braudel re¬

marked in his study of prices in the Mediterranean world 2 ), with regard to deter¬

mining actual figures for production in the Ottoman mines a great deal more is to be

learned from systematic research and publication based on the Ottoman records

preserved in the Istanbul archives. The present article introduces an important
document from the Maliyeden Mudevver (MMD) collection in the Istanbul archives,

namely MMD No. 22,148 in which data are furnished for calculating production
levels in Ottoman mines over a fifty-year period from 1582— 1631. While we know

that a significant decline in production levels had already by the late sixteenth

century begun to take effect as a result mainly of the huge influx of more cheaply-

produced American silver into the markets of Europe and the Levant, the document

MMD No. 22,148 gives proof that the mines of Serbia and Thrace continued to

produce large quantities of silver even up to the third decade of the seventeenth

century. While the decline in production from European silver mines after the

1530 ’s has generally been accepted, the suddeness with which this decline took

effect may have been less universal than was once suspected 3 ). On the part of the

Ottomans, several factors served to retard the onset of a slowdown in mining activi-

') See studies by R. Anhegger (1943), O. L. Barkan, N. Çagatay (1943) and N.

Beldiceanu (1964) listed in the bibliography.
2 )    F. Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World..., p. 1156.

3 )    On the collapse of the European mining industry after the 1540’s and the opening of

the Potosí mine in Bolivia see J. Nef in: The Cambridge Economic History. Vol. 2, 1952,

pp. 489—490. — As an example of how some recent authors have been misled, largely
through the absence of information rather than by presenting conclusive positive evi¬

dence, F. Schumaker’s comment about the mine at Trepèa is revealing. Schumaker’s

conclusion that: “mining operations ceased entirely during the seventeenth century”

[Economic Geology 49 (1954), p. 460] is clearly contradicted by the evidence supplied in

our document MMD 22,148.
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ty. One was the fact that American silver did not flood the Levant market as im¬

mediately as for instance Spain but only indirectly and somewhat later4 ). As a result
of the relative scarcity of silver in the Levant vis--vis Europe, continued mining of
it tended to remain economically viable for a longer period of time. Secondly, while
the operation of European mines was severely disrupted by endemic and long-
lasting wars beginning in 1618, the sub-Danubian region was relatively peaceful
during the same period. As a result of these and other factors, up to at least 1630
Ottoman mines maintained production on a scale comparable to what they had
been in the mid-sixteenth century. While perhaps the degree of activity noted by the
French traveller Belon 5 ) during his visit to the mine at Sidrekapsi in 1554 in which
he noted the simultaneous operation of some 500—600 forges may have been absent
in subsequent decades, there is no indication of a marked decline in levels of pro¬
duction until the mid-seventeenth century 6 ). This decline was however indeed no-

ticable after 1650 as is evidenced by the fact that later European travellers who
visited the Ottoman Empire gave no prominence to the subject of mines in their
accounts 7 ). For the purpose of accurately estimating the intensity of Ottoman min¬

ing activity in one period as opposed to another, the figures provided in our docu¬
ment are naturally incomparably more valuable than information gleaned from the
oftentimes impressionistic accounts of travellers. Through study of the document’s

figures we gain knowledge not only about the volume of silver circulating in the
Ottoman economy at given points in time, but also about the direct impact of
recurrent devaluations of the akca on production levels in various mines. For inst¬
ance while between 1582 and 1595 we note an increase in the akca valuation of the
tax-farm lease for the mines of the Skopje region from 35 million akca to 55 million

akca, when interpreted in terms of silver produced it implied an annual loss of over

100,000 ounces of silver (see details in Table 1, entry no. I infra, page 82).

4 )    Large shipments of silver from Venice to the Levant began only after 1570. See H.

Inalcik, Impact of the Annales School on Ottoman Studies and New Findings, Review
1 (1978), p. 94.

5 )    P. Belon, Les Observations..., folio 45b.
6 )    The critical period seems to have been the reign of Ibrahim I (1640—1648). Evliya

elebi (Seyahatname 5,101 — 102) notes that although mints were maintained at Sid¬

rekapsi and Kratovo until the reign of Murad IV (1623— 1639), their operation was

discontinued under Ibrahim. This was done as part of Kara Mustafa Pasha’s centralizing
monetary reforms which closed many mints whose large number (formerly seventy-
seven) impeded efficiency. Our document provides proof that at least until 1631 the
mines at Sidrekapsi produced revenues of as much as 3,275,125 akca a year, but by 1705

(1117 A.H.) the valuation of the tax-farm lease had fallen to 1,769,805 (N. Qagatay,
Sidrekapsa..., Tarih Ara§tirmalan 1940— 1941, Istanbul 1941, p. 266).

7 )    Despite his avowed interest in the subject of mining the English traveller Edward

Brown, who spent several months in Thessaly in 1669, does not once mention the exist¬
ence of even derelict silver mines in the area. See E. Brown, A Brief Account of some

travels in Hungaria, Serbia, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Thessaly. . . as also some observations
on the gold, silver, copper, quicksilver mines... Second Edition, London 1685, pp.
32—40.
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Before turning to the translation of the document MMD No. 22,148 it may be

helpful to make some general observations on the system of account according to

which the information was recorded, and on the consistency and proper interpreta¬

tion of the figures. Our document gives us akca sums for the silver production of

eighteen of the principal mines and mints in Ottoman Rumelia, part of whose

revenues belonged to the Sultan. The share belonging to the Sultan was usually

farmed out as mukataa or tax-farm. Although the size of this share underwent some

change in various periods it had been stabilized by the period of our document at

a rate of one-seventh of the production of pure silver and given the name sub‘-i miri,

or treasury seventh8 ). Since our document provides the figures for one or two terms,

of three or six years, of the tax-farm being leased, to arrive at the value of the annual

production of a given mine the total amount given should be divided by the number

of years and multiplied by a factor of seven. A further problem of interpretation

arises from the fact that some of the tax-farms include other revenues besides those

deriving purely from the mining of silver. The total revenues including those from

the mint (dar al-darb) operations, and from certain hass properties as well as from

other incidental revenues (bad -i hava) are sometimes represented in our document

in a single figure without any indication of what share derived from what source
9 ).

Furthermore, the akca amounts given in the document are not those from single

mines or even necessarily of single areas but are often regional composites of several

mines whose collective revenues were administered by a central office given the

administrative designation of nezaret, or inspectorate, and emanet, or trusteeship.

In our document a good example of the government’s overseeing of mining in this

8 )    The canonically-approved share of the Sultan from mining enterprises as set down

in the section of Mevkufati’s commentary on exploitation of hidden treasures, al-

rikaz, was one-fifth (see Halebi, I. M., Multaka al-abhur . . ., Vol, 1, p. 150— 152). How¬

ever, in actual practice a number of different rates were imposed at different times and

in different localities. According to information provided in the regulation for the mine

of Novo Brdo dating from the reign of Bayezid II (1481 — 1512) (see Beldiceanu, Les

Actes des Premiers Sultans, Vol. II, facsimile fol. 267v) during the reign of Mehmed II

(145 1 — 1481) the general rate of the treasury assessment was one-fourth of the unrefined

ore. Under Bayezid II though it was decided to collect a tax of one-eighth of the produc¬
tion of pure silver for the treasury instead. Sometime afterward the rate was increased

from one-eighth to one-seventh of the production of pure silver. The explanation for the

derivation of this rate is simple enough if one examines other information provided in

the document. In the “rules for the production of pure silver in the mines of Uskub

(Skopje),, (translation below on pages 89—90) it is specified that an outlay expense for

materials of 76 out of a thousand (07.6%) and 67 out of a thousand (06.7%) for the

treasury tithe are to be accounted for. These two taken together as thus nothing more

than the treasury share. In other words the total of one-seventh taken by the treasury is

composed of a tithe of one-fifteenth, and an additional amount taken out for expenses

which were commonly met with money borrowed by the sultan’s agents (emin) on behalf

of the mining entrepreneur (rencber) from treasury funds. For an example of the assess¬

ment of the treasury seventh for the Canca silver mine near Erzerum see Ba§bakanlik

Archives, Maliyden Miidevver No. 5566, p. 382. In this document the treasury share for

the year 1045/1635 is given as 66,183 akca.
9 )    For other examples of these problems of interpretation see notes 26 and 28 below.
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fashion is provided by Üsküp/Skopje which while enjoying the largest revenues in
all of Rumelia was itself not a mineral-producing center. We must therefore assume
that the figures for silver production in Skopje actually reflect the production of
a number of mines scattered throughout the neighboring mountainous regions such
as the Sar mountains 10 ), as well as the Osogovska mountains to the east. Though the
document does not specify it, perhaps revenues from the mint and mine at Kratovo,
still active in the early seventeenth century 11 ), were also incorporated within the
general figure for the Skopje region as a whole. Unfortunately, even the specific
regulations governing the state-controlled mining operations in the Skopje region
contained in the document (see translation, infra pp. 89—90) do not provide
conclusive evidence as to how the area was divided. In cases where revenues were

lumped together under a broad administrative rubric such as the nezaret, the levels
of silver production at various dates were subject to great fluctuation since the
boundaries of the nezaret and the number of the mines whose production was
included within it might change with time. Despite these and similar problems of
interpretation, in so much as our document also gives comparative data for re¬
venues from specific mining concessions which in some cases spread over a period
of a half century it remains a unique and valuable source for the estimation of
Ottoman silver production in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 12 ).

In order to standardize the information which the document provides in a form
better suited to comparative analysis, several steps were taken. First three of the
document’s eighteen entries, namely those for Istanbul, Serez, and Edirne (see
transcription of document, nos. IV, VII, VIII) which do not reflect active production
figures but rather revenues deriving from mint operations, were excluded from
consideration. Secondly by applying a conversion coefficient 13 ) to the akca amounts
of the remaining fifteen productive centers, figures for the output of each in grams
were determined. Transposing these data into amounts in troy onces (table 1, right
hand column) provides a basis for comparison with statistics for European mining

10 ) Anhegger , Beitrage, p. 162, mentions the existence of ancient silver works in the
Sar mountains, although he could find no evidence of active production there under the
Ottomans.

u ) Evliya Qelebi, Seyahatname 5, 563 informs us that while during the reign of
Murad IV (1623— 1639) silver coins were struck at the mint of Kratovo, at the date of his
account (1660/1071 A. H.) the mint was no longer operative. He adds however that silver
continued to be mined there even after the closing of the mint.

12 )    In his study of Ottoman mining in Rumelia N. Beldiceanu comments on the
“paucity of information” (Les Actes des Premiers Sultans, Vol. II, p. 157) concerning the
actual figures for tax-farm leases. Our document thus fills an important gap by showingthe changes over time of the most important mukataa.

13 )    The values used are those calculated by H. Sahillioglu in his unpublished disser¬
tation of 1958 (Kurulu§undan XVII Asrm Sonlarma Kadar Osmanli Para Tarihi Hak-
kmda bir Deneme) based on the tabrizi dirhem weighing 3.07 grams as opposed to the
standard dirhem weighing 3.086 grams. For an exposition of changes in the standard of
the akca coin see O. Barkan, XVI Asrm ikinci yansinda Tiirkiyede fiyat hareketleri,Belleten 34 (1970), pp 557 —607; cf. English translation of the same article in The Inter¬
national Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 6 (1975), pp. 12— 15.
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published by Soetbeer 14 ) and later analyzed by Nef 13 ). Summing the data for indi¬

vidual mines and determining regional production levels (see table 2) facilitates this

process of comparison. The total silver production of Rumelian mines at the turn of

the seventeenth century reached to about 1,600,000 ounces, or somewhat more than

PRODUCTION of LEADING SILVER MINES

in OTTOMAN RUMELIA

Circa 1600

O
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300 -
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XV II XVI X III VI XI XII

I Skopje XI Trepèa

II Sidrekapsi XII Novo Brdo

III Pravista XIV Rudnik

VI Srebrenica XV Zaplana
IX Ohrid XVI Demirhisar

X Lofca &c Berkofca

XIV IX

Figure 1:

Graph showing the relative size of production in eleven silver mines in Ottoman

Rumelia.

14 )    A. Soetbeer, Edelmetall-Produktion und Wertverhältnis zwischen Gold und Sil¬

ber seit der Entdeckung Amerikas bis zur Gegenwart. Gotha 1879.
15 )    J. Nef

, 
Silver Production . . ., 

Journal of Political Economy 49 (1941), pp. 575—591.
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one-half of the total production of central European mines during the peak of their

production around 1530 16 ). Figure 1 shows in order of their importance the eleven

most productive mines in Rumelia using data for the years 1585— 1603 and excludes

the four mines (table 1, Haskôy, Morevik/Smederevo, Alasonya, Inebahti/Tirhala)
whose yearly production fell below the 15,000 ounce level. The location of the

fifteen silver-producing mines is shown in a general map in figure 2, while a more

detailed map of Serbia, where the greatest quantity of silver was mined, is found in

figure 3.

MININg'cENTERS in the BALKANS, Circa 1600

KOSOVO

(KOSOVSKA MITROVICA)

USKUP (SKOPJE) 0

^    TV

Ohri (Ohrid) 
1A

Demirhisari

(Sidhirokastron)

SELANIK (THESSALONIKI)
1    Alasonya    -'v

P II C“ Pravista

Domenik (Dhomokos)

Tirhala (Trikala)
\xvm

Badracik (Neo Patras)
Inebahti (Nafpaktos)

Alasonya 'v

(Elásson) SidreJ^psi-þ^
mokos)^^
r ^ 

# XVII

, 
^

Catalca (Farsala)

Figure 2:

Map of the Balkans showing location of mining centers.

16 ) Ibidem, p. 585.
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Figure 3:

Map of Serbia showing configuration of mountain ranges and principal mineral-pro¬
ducing regions.
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Table 2

Regional Distribution of Ottoman Silver-producing
Mines Circa 1600 (figures in troy ounces)

Thessaly

(XVII) Alasonya 7,201.76 (1586)
(XVIII) Inebahti 8.642.11

15,843.87
(1586)

Thrace

(II) Sidrekapsi 273,337.72 (1585)
(III) Pravišta 73,560.16 (1590)
(V) Haskoy 14,403.52 (1597)
(XVI) Demirhisan 147.780.15

509,081.55
(1589)

Macedonia

(I) Uskup 405,826.35 (1584)
(IX) Ohri

Northern Bulgaria

17.284.23

423,110.58
(1598)

(X) Lofèa &

Berkofèa
138,273.82

2.880.70

141,154.52

Serbia

(VI)
(XI)

Srebrenica

Trepèa
28,807.05 (1585)
23.189.67 H 5851

73,294.25 (1585)

51,996.72 51,996.72 (1585)
(XII) Novobrdo 33,255.63 (1582)
(XIII) Morevik 6,337.55 (1584)
(XIV)
(XV)

Rudnik

Zaplana
334,386.77 (1603)

11.994.41 116031

23,621.78 (1588)

Totals

Thessaly
Thrace

Macedonia

N. Bulgaria
Serbia

346,381.18

15,843.87
509,081.55
423,110.58
141,154.52
534.887.10

346.381.18

534,887.10
(1603)
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B. Translation of the Document

Report on the Condition of the Imperial
Mint and the Prosperous Mines

in the Year 1589 (897 A.H.)

In the aforementioned year, the current rate of the gurush being eighty akèa, each

gurush contains nine and one-half dirhems (3.086 grams x9.5 = 29. 31) of silver and

over one dirhem of copper, so that if it were to be melted down and new money

minted from it, only sixty-five akèa of standard measure would be produced. Thus

the advantage of the newly-minted èil akèa over gurush was soon realized by men of

commerce, and as a result the new akèa began to be hoarded, everyone preferring to

make their payments and do their transactions in gurush instead of akèa. After

a short time, the new akèa almost entirely disappeared from circulation between

men of affairs and the population is consequently in great distress. The solution to

this problem is that henceforth the rate of the gurush should be set at seventy akèa

and purchased in the name of the treasury at the rate of sixty-eight akèa to be

expended at the rate of seventy akèa per gurush. If this plan were put into effect

little advantage would remain in hoarding the newly-minted akèa, and being of

small demand everyone would prefer to spend rather than hoard their akèa, thus

bringing ease and contentment to all, and giving them cause to busy themselves

with prayers for the continuance of your majesty’s reign. Nor would the treasury
suffer any loss if the rate of the gurush were to be set at seventy akèa. Thus from now

on the gurush received by the treasury should be collected at the rate of sixty-eight
akèa per gurush, and expended at a rate two akèa higher. In this case, the imperial
treasury would suffer no loss 17 ). The only conceivable loss would arise from the as yet
unreceived installments due to the treasury such as the August payments from the

tax-farms, and the sheep-tax 18 ). This however would not amount to any great loss

either, probably no more than 1,500,000 akèa all together. The Sultan should there-

17 )    The government was often at a loss to find adequate supplies of ready silver,
especially at the quarterly salary distributions to the troops and reduced to forcibly
collecting the old akca of higher standard from the business community, returning the

debt in terms of the newly-minted coin of lower standard. For a description of how this

measure was carried out on another occasion in 1061/1650 see Mustafa Naima, Tarih,
Istanbul 1281/1864, Vol. 5, pp. 97 —101. Compare also an order from the year 1013/1604

for the collection of debased akca for reissuing as gurush from the Bursa kadi sidjils, B.

S. Baykal, Osmanli Imparatorlugu . . ., Belgeler 4 (1967), pp. 51—53.
18 )    Tax-farms, including the rusum -i agnam, were auctioned and collected on the

basis of the solar calendar. The traditional time for the auctioning of tax-farms was

nevruz (mid-March), and agustos (beginning of August) was when the first six-month

installment was due. Since the date of this proposal to devalue the gurush from 80 to 70

akca is 2 3 Cemazi al-ahir 997/10 May 1589, this would mean that the August installments

for the lunar year 997, while budgeted at 80 akca per gurush, would be paid at a rate of 70

akca to the gurush, thus resulting in a loss to the treasury of ten akca per gurush. If we

take into account that a profit of two akca is to be made on the reissuing of the coins, that

loss is diminished to eight akca per gurush, or 11.4 per cent. According to regulations
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fore be content to accept such a loss for the common good, and write orders to be

sent by messengers (cavush) before the time of cizye (Islamic poll-tax) collection to

the kadis (judges) and mufettish (judicial inspectors) all over the Empire, telling
them that as before the gold ducat (filori) will continue to circulate at the rate of one

hundred twenty akca to the filori, not to be more or less. Whatever the Sultan’s

decision in these matters may be, he should announce his regulations (yasak) ac¬

cordingly and give strict orders that his instructions be carried out, indicating his

desires in an imperial rescript (hatt -i humayun) to be issued and distributed

throughout the Empire without delay. The final disposition of these matters is the

prerogative of his most just majesty, in whom all the world takes refuge.
Should it be asked why the Sultan was not cautioned about these matters earlier,

the answer is that since previously the supply of hurda akca (debased coin) in

circulation was never short the proposed measure of collecting all the old coins and

reissuing new coins with smaller silver content never became necessary
19 ). Now

however, not only has silver become unobtainable, but the clipped akca too has

disappeared from circulation. Furthermore, since the standard of the new akca is

full measure, it has become necessary to implement these measures to prevent more

hoarding of silver. These questions were debated with men of knowledge and ex¬

perience, and it was their unanimous determination that unless these measures

were effected the newly-minted akca too would soon dissapear from circulation. In

addition to this the central treasury is sometimes forced, as for instance at the time

of the quarterly salary payments (mevacib), to mint akca from gurush since suffi-

dated 1004/1596 (see cAbd al-Rahman Tawki’i (ed.). Osmanli kanunnameleri:

ma
crudat -i Ebu Su cud, in Milli Tetebbüler Mecmuasi, Istanbul 1331/1913, pp. 107 — 108)

sheep were registered at the beginning of April, and the tax was collected after the

lambing season in May. Thus while assessments made at the time of registration were in

terms of the old gurush, by the time they were due to be collected the new rates proposed
in our document were to be in effect. This problem was known as kesr -i zuyuf (revenue
loss suffered through a devaluation of the currency). In this instance the kesr -i zuyuf of
11.4 per cent would result in a loss to the treasury of 1,500,000 akca for the

combined August payments of the tax-farms and the sheep tax. The expected
revenue in terms of the previously-circulating akca must then have been

QQQ or about 13,150,000. In fact this corresponds quite well with the figures for

these revenues from the budget for the year 954/1547 published by O. Barkan, 954—955

(1547— 1548) mail yilma ait bir Osmanli Bütçesi, in Iktisat Fakültesi Mecmuasi 19

(1954—55), pp. 238—240. In 1547 the yearly mukataat revenues totaled 48,795,290
which means that each quarterly installment would have been approximately
12,000,000 akca.

19 ) For references to the production of kirkik akca see A. Refik, Osmanli Imparator-
lugunda Meskukât, TTEM 83 (1340/1921), p. 368 and B. S. Baykal, Osmanli Imparator-
lugu . . ., Belgeler 4, pp. 57—58. The production and circulation of akca of lower standard
amounted to a kind of unofficial devaluation whereby private parties profited from the

discrepancy between the official rate and the actual market value of silver. The produc¬
tion of such debased coins, and the clipping of coins of official standard began to be

widely practiced only after the devaluation of 994/1586 when instead of 450 akca, 800

akca began to be struck from 100 dirhems of silver.
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cient supplies of silver may be lacking at the time to meet the need 20 ). In such cases

a loss of fifteen akca for every gurush woud be suffered. It is thus clear that, as has

been repeatedly stated, a rate of seventy akca per gurush is in every way most

beneficial to treasury interests.

An order should be sent to the kadi of Istanbul to the effect that henceforth the

official akca circulating in my well-protected realm should be struck at the rate of

eight hundred akca per hundred dirhems of silver, that is to say eight akca from

every dirhem. Henceforth all akca will be struck, circulated, and accounted for in

accordance with this scale. All previously-circulating debased (hurda) akca which

contains pure silver should be collected and weighed, everyone bringing the de¬

based akca in their possession to the imperial treasury and submitting them to be

reissued at the rate of eight hundred akca per one hundred dirhems of silver. Raw

silver which is sold on the open market, if it meets the official standards and bears

a seal (tamga), should be bought at a rate of not more than seven akca per dirhem.

Yaldizlu sirma (fancy silver braid) should fetch a price of fifteen akca per miskal

(4.81 grams), and beyazi (plan silver braid) should fetch a price of twelve akca per

miskal. The sale of silversmith’s silver (simkeºler akca) should be unconditionally
restricted 21 ). From now on the export of the best quality raw silver to areas outside

Istanbul should be forbidden 22 ). Accordingly imperial orders (emr -i ºerif) have been

sent to Istanbul, and to the other parts of the Empire. Written on the twenty- third of

Cemazi al-ahir in the year 997 (May 10, 1589).

Rules for the production of pure silver in the mines of Üsküb (Skopje)

Those who undertake to excavate a mine for the purpose of extracting silver seek

the advice of a special consultant called a hutman23 ) who advises them as to the most

20 )    The inability of the state to meet the quarterly salary payments of the soldiers was

a significant factor underlying incidents of political unrest in the Ottoman Empire. H.

Sahillioglu draws attention to the connection between state bankruptcy and major
disturbances in the capital in his article: Sivi§ year crises in the Ottoman Empire. See M.

A. Cook (ed.), Studies in the Economic History of the Middle East. London 1970, pp.

40—42.
21 )    The reason for the restrictions on the distribution of raw silver for use by the royal

guild of the manufacturers of silver thread (slmkesh) was that the amount to be alloted

for such uses was limited by the mint to a certain quantity each year; see H. Sahilliog¬
lu, XVII yiizyihn ortalarmda . . ., Belgelerle Türk Tarih Dergisi 16 (1969), pp. 48—53. On

the administration of this guild under the supervision of the comptroller of the mint

(darbkhane nazim see A. Refik, Osmanli Imparatorlugunda..., Türk Tarih Encumeni

Mecmuasi 83 (1340/1921), p. 371.
22 )    On the question of the restrictions placed on the circulation of pure silver outside

Istanbul see E. Kolerkiliç, Osmanli Imparatorlugunda. . ., p. 43. This prohibition was

also designed to prevent the trade in silver with Iran through which channel a great
quantity was escaping the Empire. For an example of an order banning the sale of pure
silver to foreign merchants see Belgeler 4 (1967), p. 58.

23 )    On the hutman and his office see R. Anhegger, Beitrage, p. 405; N. Beldiceanu,
Les Actes des Premiers Sultans, Vol. II, pp. 109— 111; and N. Çagatay, Sidrekapsa. . .,

Tarih Ara§tirmalan 1940— 1941, p. 268.
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promising place for digging. Here in a table are shown the various shares of those
who engage in mining:

Out of 1,000 dirhem

Reckoning of outlay for overhead expenses    76
Quarter-share of the mint    250

Treasury tithe    67
Firewood tax    1

Share of the money-coiners    1
Share of the mining entrepreneurs    605

1,000

If the mining entrepreneurs should fail to turn up a trace of silver on the spot
recommended by the hutman, the latter is punished accordingly. In the mines,
another expert called the shafardji (foreman) 24 ) is also employed. It is his job to find

the workers in the mine and make sure that they are doing their tasks properly. He

too is liable to punishment by the mining entrepreneurs if he is negligent in his

duties.

Regulation

If the agent undertaking the management of a mining operation (emin) borrows

money from the treasury to meet his expenses in renovating a derelict (battal) mine

in conjuction with other partners, the proceeds are divided in the following manner;

out of one thousand dirhem of silver, the share of the treasury tithe (o§r -i miri)
taken together with the other expenses for operating the mine brings the total of the

treasury share to 395 dirhem, which leaves 605 dirhem remaining as the share of the

mining entrepreneurs. According to these calculations therefore the treasury share

in a mining operation amounts to four dirhems from every ten produced. However,
for an investor who from the beginning meets the expenses of opening a new mine

from his own pocket and pays the wages of his workers from his own funds, the

treasury share of forty per cent would be financially ruinous.

Regulation

The mine at Pravi§ta is a state-treasury operation. Of the ore produced, after two

akca have been set aside as the fee of the money-coiners (sarrafiyye) and the entre¬

preneurs’ share has been paid, the remaining part is treasury property. For the

collection of these revenues a cabi and mixtevelli (officials with the responsibility
for collecting wakf revenues) are appointed. The payment of the salaries of these

officials should not be imposed on the populace, but met from the profits of the

mining operation.

24 ) On the shafardji andhis office seeR. An h egg er, Beiträge, p.406;N.Beldiceanu,
Les Actes des Premiers Sultans, Vol. II, pp. 111— 112; and N. Çagatay, Sidrekapsa. . .,

Tarih Araçtirmalan, 1940— 1941, p. 268.
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Note on the purification of silver ore

Silver when first mined has a bad odor. The process of smelting the ore in cruci¬

bles (kefce) for purification is most difficult, and the danger of the ore being wasted

is great. The best measure to insure against wastage is that the crucible be removed

from the fire allowing the silver to cool down. Subsequently the crucible should be

put back on the fire, and when the silver comes to the boiling point one kiyye (1.2828

grams) of dried human excrement25 ) should be mixed in, which insures that the

silver will be of pure standard. These measures should not be neglected.

[Here follows an account of the revenues deriving from eighteen of the principal
mines and mints of Ottoman Rumelia. For the figures see the Document Tran¬

scription (infra pp. 93—97 and notes 26—38).]

Note on the System of Transcription

Since the photographs of the text are published with this article, it was deemed

unnecessary to indicate long vowels and ayns by the use of the standard but cum¬

bersome diacritical marks. Instead, I have opted for a simpler system of tran¬

scription which closely follows the rules of modern Turkish orthography.

C. Transcription of the Document:

Ahval -i Darbhane -i Amire

ve Meadin -i Mamure

der Sene 997

(p. 4)    Sene    -i    mezburde hala cari olan guruº seksaner akgeye cari olup, be her

guruº dokuz buguk dirhemdir, ve bir dirhemden ziyade bakin vardir, kal

olup gil akge kat olundugu takdirce akge ayan iizere altmiº beº akge hasil

olur. Bu manayi erbab -i ticaret bilip, nef gil akgede idigi izan eyledikleri
sebebden, kat olunan akge her kimin eline girer ise saklayip guruº harc

etmek iizere olmagla, cidden erbab -i muamelat beyninde cedid akge

bulunmaz olmuºtur. Halk -i alem istirab üzerelerdir ki gare budur ki min

bad cari olan guruº yetmiºer akgeye cari olup ve miriye altmiº sekiz akgeye
kabz olunup, yetmiºer iizere masraf óla. Böyle olicak, cedid akgeden nef -i

ciizi kalmak ile ragbetden kalip asia bir ferd saklamayip, ele gireni herkes

25 ) A mixture known as the flux was added at the final stage of the refining process to

precipitate the separation of impurities. Typically vinegar or dried lees of wine were

used (Agricola, De Re Metallica, 234: “feces vini siccae”) but the text of our document

gives dried human excrement as a principal ingredient (Transcription, infra p. 93:

“kurumu§ adam tersin”). It may be supposed that this was added because of the purify¬

ing properties of the nitrates contained within it.
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harc etmek üzere olmagla, cümle -i alem huzur edip, devam -i devlet -i

padiºahi duasma iºtigal üzere olurlar. Guruº yetmiºer akgeye cari oldukta
hazine canibine dahi zárán yoktur. Zira min bad kabz olunan guruº altmiº
sekizer üzere kabz olunup, ve ikiºer akge ziyadesine sarf olunur. Bu tak-
dirce hazine -i amireye zarar olmaz, nihayet mukataatdan kabz olunup
ºimdiye degin hazine -i amireye irsal olunmayip Agustos irsaliyesinden ve

rusûm -i agnamdan kabz olunan akgeden bir mikdar kesr zuhur eder. Ol
dahi gokluk akge degildir, cümle onbeº yük akge mikdan kesr ancak olur.
Islah -i alem igin bu mikdar kesra razi olup, ve filori kema kan yüz yir-
miºer akge üzerine cari olup, izdiyad ve noksan bulmamak üzere ferman-
lan olur ise, memalik -i mahruselerinde vaki her kadi ve her mhfettiºe
evamir -i ºerife yazilip, harag cemine nmbaºiret olunmazdan mukaddem
gavuºlar ile irsal olunup, min bad vìch -i meºruh üzere yasak ve tenbih ve

tekid ve amel olunmak babmda izn -i hümayunlan ne vechiyle cari olur

ise, hatt -i hümayun -i saadet-makrunlar ile iºaret -i ali buyurala ki

mücebiyle amel olunup, muacellen vech -i meºruh üzere memalik -i
mahruselerine evamir -i ºerif irsal oluna. Baki -i ferman adaletlu padiºah
-i alem-penah hazretlerinindir.

Bu husus bundán evvel nigin ikaz olunmadi deyü sual buyurulur ise,
hurda akgede muzayaka olmamagm vech -i meºruh üzere mecal olmazdi.
ªimdi kirkik akgenin vucudu kalmayip ve ghrrmº dahi ele girmeyip ve hala
cari olan akgenin ayan šahih ve temam al-vezn olmagin, bu vechiyle
tedarik olunmak lazim olup, bu meani nice ehl -i vukuf ile mhºavere
olunup, eger bu vechiyle olmaz ise, gil akgenin vucudu munadim olur deyü
ale’l-ittifak haber vermiºlerdir. Ma haza hazine -i amireye bazi mevacib

igin gil akge lazim geldikte ghrmiº olmamak ile bi’z-zaruri guruºden kat
olunmak lazim gelir. Her guruºdan onbeºer akge zarar müterettib olur. Bu
takdirce yetmiºer akge olmak üzere cari olmanin canib -i miriye her vec¬

hiyle nefi oldugu mukarrer olmagm ma vakaa arz olundu.

(p. 5)    Istanbul    kadisma    hükm    yazila ki min bad memalik -i mahrusemde cari
olan akge sahih ve meskuk olup, yüz dirhem gmrniºden sekiz yüz akge ki
bir dirhemden sekiz akge olur, vech -i meºruh üzere kát ve cari ve sarf

olup, ve hurda akge ki sahih’al-ayar gmmiº óla, ol makule akgenin her yüz
dirhemi sekiz yüz akge kát olunmak üzere vezn ile alinip, herkes elinde
bulunan hurda akgesin darbhane -i amireye alip getirip sekizi bir dirhem
hesabi üzere akge kát ettirip, ve esvakda bey u ºira olunan ham ghrmiº
tamgaya gelir ise yediye furuht olunup, bundán ziyadeye furuht olunmay¬
ip, ve sipahiye müteallik zencir ve eger ki tamgaya gelir aii gmrmºden óla
dirhemi sekizer akgeye furuht olunup, ve yaldizlu sirmanm miskali on¬

beºer akgeye ve beyazinin onikiºer akgeye furuht olunup, ve simkeºler
akgeyi sizdirdmayip ve Istanbuldan ahar diyara ham ve evani ghrmiº min
bad gitmeyip yasak ve amel olunmak emrim olmuºtur deyü sair memalik
-i mahruseye dahi minval -i meºruh üzere emr -i ºerif verilmiºtir. Fi 23
Cemazil’al-ahir sene 997.

Ihrac -i Sim -i Halis dér Meadin -i Üsküb
Mesela bir madenci ghmhº ihrac igin kuyu kazdinp, cevher gikarmak

lazim geldikte hutman tabir olunur mahsus bir adam vardír, onun tahmin

eyledigi yerde kazarlar. Cevher giktikta ne mikdar harc tutulur ve rub -i
darbhane ve oºr -i miri ve hisse -i rencberane ne kalír beyan olunur.

(Dirhem 1,000)

bedel -i ihracat    76    dirhem
rub c -i darbhane    250    dirhem
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ö§r -i miri 67 dirhem

ö§r -i hime 1 dirhem

hisse -i sarraf 1 dirhem

hisse -i reneberan 605 dirhem

1,000

Kanun -i Ihrac -i Sim

[Ihrac -i kanun -i kadim.] Cevher ihraci için kuyu kazmak lazim gel-

dikte, madeni hutman tabir olunur bir adam vardir, onun tahmin eyledigi

yerde kazarlar. Eger cevher zuhur etmez ise, madenciler mabeyninde hak-

kmdan gelinir. Ve safarci derler bir adam dahi vardir, kuyuda iºcilerin

bulup sakladigi yeri izan edemez ise onun dahi hakkmdan gelinir.

Kanun

Cevher -i maden ihraci için kadimden kazilip battal kalan kuyulan

umena ve gayri maden reayasina tekrar kazdirip cevher çikarip emrim

olan kimesne hare ve masrafm miri maidan verip, hasil olan bin dirhem

giimiiºdan yetmiº alti dirhem oºr -i miri verip, ve sair harci tutulup taksim

olundukta hisse -i miri oºr ile üç yüz doksanbeº dirhem, ve hisse -i renebe-

ran alti yüz beº dirhem olup, bu minval üzere veta ettigi mastur olup, bu

hesab üzere on dirhemden dort dirhem oºr alminak icab eder. Lakin ib-

tida’dan kendi mal ile kuyu kazdirip cevher ihrac eden kimesneye renc-

bercinin ücretleri kendi malmdan verip, on dirhemde dört dirhem oºr -i

miri vermek maliyle kuyu kazana zarar etmek lazim gelir.

(p.6)    Kanun

Praviºta madenlerinde, çikan halis yüz dirhem ghmhºdan iki akçe sar-

rafiyye almdiktan sonra reneberan hissesi dahi verildikten sonra fazla

kalan mirinin olup, mütevelli ve cabi nasb olunup, zimem -i nasdan devr

eder, mütevelli ve cabi ulufeleri murabahasmdan verilir.

Maden çikan gdmdº kokulu olup, kefçeye girip kal olunmakta islah

olunmasi asir, ve ghrmiº zai olmak görene ilaç heman ateºin çekip so-

gugya, badehu yine ateº edip kaynamaga baºladikta bir kiyye kurumuº

adam tersin hait ile halis ghrmiº óla. Gaflet olunmayá.

Nezaret -i mukataat -i meadin -i Üsküb 26 ) der vacib -i sene 990/1582

in akèa

990/1582 (fi sitté sinin) 35,492,700

991/1583 (fi sitté sinin) 25,317,595

992/1584 (fi sitté sinin) 28,175,495

1003/1595 (fi sitté sinin) 55,964,552

1025/1616 (fi sitté sinin) 45,159,641

1032/1623 (fi sitté sinin) 37,339,111

1038/1629 (fi sitté sinin) 37,339,111

26 ) The Uskiib mines continued to be an important source of revenue for the Ottoman

treasury as is confirmed by the yearly valuation of 4,000,000 akca assigned to this tax-

farm lease in the year 1678 (1089 A. H.);O.L. Barkan, Osmanli biitgelerine dair notlar,

in Iktisat Fakultesi Mecmuasi 17 (1955/56), p. 206, note 14. However, as in our document,

that portion of the revenues which derived purely from mining operations is unfortu¬

nately not itemized.
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(p.8) (II)

(P-9) (HI)

Nezaret -i mukataat -i meadin ve dar’al-darb ve mukataat -i saire -i Sid-

rekapsi 27 ) ma nezaret -i Kavala

993/1585 (fi saba sinin) 22,140,000
1001/1593 (fi saba sinin) 22,140,000
1006/1598 (fi sitte sinin) 19,200,000
1016/1607 (fi sitte sinin) 20,600,000
1036/1627 (fi sitte sinin) 22,925,874
1041/1631 (fi sitte sinin) 22,925,874

Nezaret -i mukataat -i meadin -i Pravi§ta ve Kavala

998/1590 (fi sitte sinin) 5,107,095
1001/1593 (fi sitte sinin) 5,807,095
1037/1628 (fi sene) 1,960,333

(p.10) (IV) Mukataat -i dar’al-darb -i nukre -i hasene -i Sultaniye ve fuis -i Istanbul
an gurre -i Cemazi’al-evvel sene 990 (end of May, 1582) deruhde -i Musa
veled -i Yasif

990/1582 (fi
992/1584 (fi

1003/1595 (fi
1010/1601 (fi
1011/1602 (fi
1012/1603 (fi
1013/1604 (fi
1014/1605 (fi

selase sinin)
arba sinin)
tisa sinin)
sitte sinin)
sitte sinin)
sitte sinin)
tisa sinin)
tisa sinin)

2.490.000
3.370.000

12.475.960
9.311.642
9.261.642
9.261.642

16.850.960
16,975,959

(p.ll) (V) Mukataat -i nukre ve §ab der kaza -i Akça-Abad -i Haskôy der nehr -i UIu
- Dere an 16 §evval sene 1006/1597    j n    akèa

1006/1597 (fi sitte sinin)    1,000,000
1007/1598 (fi arba sinin)    1,200,000
1009/1600 (fi sitte sinin)    5,200,000
1012/1603 (fi sitte sinin)    5,200,000

27 ) Inciciyan, quoting Kâtib Çelebi as his source, says that the mines of Sidrekapsi
produced a yearly quantity of 50,205 èeki of silver (see Inciciyan-Andreasyan,
Osmanli Rumelisi, GDAAD 2 (1973), p. 50). The èeki was a measure equivalent to 100
dirhems (307 grams) so this quantity amounted to 15,412,935 grams or 495,537 troy
ounces. If we compare the production levels in our document for the late sixteenth

century it will be seen that in no instance does the production exceed 300,000 ounces.

The discrepancy may be assumed to have arisen from the fact that Katib Çelebi lumped
the production of several nearby mines together in a single figure, while our data reflect
only the silver produced at the mine of Sidrekapsi proper. Belon’s figures (Belon, Les
Observations, folio 45b; R. Anhegger, Beitrge, pp. 180— 181) are even more dispro¬
portionate. He gives the Sultan’s monthly revenue of the silver mine at Sidrekapsi in the
1550’s as 18,000 gold ducats. Accordingly each year 216,000 gold ducats (12,960,000
akèa) that is 9,473,760 grams or 304,588 ounces would have been the Sultan’s share. But
in order to ascertain the total production of the mine this share would then have to be
multiplied by a factor of four, five, seven, or even as much as eight (see supra note 8 on

changes in the rate of the treasury assessment). We must therefore conclude either that
Belon’s figures were based on exaggerated hearsay, or that he misinterpreted what he
heard and reported as the Sultan’s share what was in fact the total production of the
mine.
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(p. 12) (VI) Emanet -i maden -i Srebrenice ve hasha -i atik ve cedid ve mukataat -i

muteferrika -i maden fi 4 Zilhicce sene 993 deruhde -i Yasif veled -i Musa

993/1585 (fi sitté sinin) — 4 Zilhicce/November 28    5,088,634 28 )
993/1585 (fi sitté sinin) — 27 Zilkade/November 21    · 5,656,290

(p. 13) (VI)    Mukataat -i rusum an mai -i kalhane -i ifrazciyan -i dar al-darb -i Serez ve

Sidrekapsi an vacib -i sene 991

991/1583 (fi sitté sinin)    120,000

(p.14) (VIII) Mukataat -i dar al-darb -i nukre i- Edirne fi 27 Muharrem sene 993

993/1585 (fi selase sinin)    310,000
1014/1605 (fi selase sinin)    198,000

(p.15) (IX) Emanet -i dar al-darb ve maden -i Öhri an gurre -i §evval sene 1007

1007/1598 (fi sitté sinin)    1,200,000
1008/1599 (fi sitté sinin)    1,300,000

(P-16) (X)

(P-17) (XI)

Emanet -i maden -i Mirkovo (?) der kaza -i Lofèa ve karye -i Suho (000) der

kaza -i Berkofèa 29 ) der liva -i Nigbolu (yevm 4)

(fi selase sinin)    100,000
nukre -i halise — hasene 40,000 (x 120)    =    4,800,000
Emanet -i meadin -i Trepèa ve mukataat -i muteferrika -i meadin -i mez-

bure fi 19 Zilkaade sene 993 (yevm 40)

993/1585 (fi sitte sinin)
min meadin -i mezbure;    _

nukre -i halise — hasene [*] 30 )    2,000,000
min mukataat -i muteferrika -i meadin

2B ) It is unclear here whether the two different assessments are meant to represent
separate contracts one for the mine and the other for the hass or whether two separate
tax-farmers agreed to share the revenues for both the mine and the hass. Since there are

only six days separating the two payments however it is probable that the figures repre¬
sent two installments for a single tax-farm combining the revenues from both the mine

and the hass.
29 )    The village of Mirkowo just to the west of Lofèa (Lovech) is listed among the timar

revenues of the sancak of Sofya, (Izvoriza Bulgarskata Istorija, Volume 13, Sofia 1966, p.

224) but no specific reference is made to silver production there. On the other hand

a silver mine named the Kirus mine was said to exist in Katib Oelebi’s time at Berkofèa;
Hammer, Rumeli und Bosna, p. 55.

30 )    The scribe’s rendering of the figure for the production of the mine at Trepèa for the

year 1585 as 2,000,000 hasene (gold ducats) is obviously a mistake since the figure for

Trepèa’s production only twenty years later in 1606 is given as 13,000 hasene. It maybe
supposed that as in the figure for 1606 the scribe intended to write both the hasene

amount and the akèa equivalent, but in his haste wrote only the 2,000,000 figure and

mistakenly put it in the slot meant for hasene. If we proceed on the assumption that the

2,000,000 figure referrs to akèa rather than to hasene, a figure closely approx¬

imating that of 1603 results (
^’ wjj’^gQ = 18,056 hasene). Other evidence which cor¬

roborates this assumption is found by comparing the relative size of other Serbian
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1,610,000
1015/1606

nukre -i halise — hasene 13,000 (x 110. 769) 31 )    =    1,440,000

(p. 18) (XII) Emanet -i mádén -i Novobrdo ma mukataat -i müteferrika ve nisf -i bad -i
hava -i i§ciyan -i Novobrdo ve mádén -i ahen -i Zarljevo32 ) fi 28 Zilhicce
sene 1024

in akca

990/1582 (fi    selase sinin)    650,000
993/1585 (fi    sitté sinin) terkim sehvdir 33 )

1024/1024 (fi    sitté sinin)    3,410,972

(p l 9) (XIII) Mukataat -i hasha -i mádén -i bac -i Morevik 34 ) dér liva -i Semendire, an

gurre -i §aban sene 992

992/1584 (fi    selase sinin)    220,000

(XIV) Mukataat -i mádén -i müteferrika -i Rudnik 35 ) ma hasha -i Morevik der
liva -i Semendire, fi 29 Muharrem sene 997

997/1588 (fi sitté sinin)    1,640,000

mines. The size of Trepèa’s mineral production in the fifteenth century was calculated by
Kovaèeviè (Les mines d’or. . ., 

Annales 15 (1960), graph on page 257) to be about four-
fifths that of Srebrenica. This corresponds to what is achieved by adjusting our data to

compensate for the scribal error; see table 1: Srebrenica (1585) — 73,294 ounces as

compared to Trepèa (1585) — 51,996 ounces.
31 )    The hasene was the Ottoman gold coin of current circulation. Its value in terms of

akca fluctuated considerably, even within a relatively short period of time; see Sahil-

lioglu, Belgeler 1 (1964): pp. 228—233. In this entry, the akèa equivalent of 1,440,000 is

given for 13,000 hasene making it possible for us to calculate a rate of 110.769 akèa per
hasene, but in other entries the rate is not specified. For purposes of our calculations,
unless otherwise given, the standard rate of 120 akèa per hasene was used for conversion

of hasene to akèa.
32 )    I am grateful to Professor Adem Handžiè of the Orijentalni Institut of Sarajevo

for his help in identifying this and other toponyms.
33 )    Terkim sehvdir, literally “mistaken penning” was the chancellery term applied

when expunging an entry from the record. This then is the explanation for the absense of
an akèa figure for this entry.

34 )    Morevik (Moroviè) is identified by Fekete (Siyaqat-Schrift, Volume 1, p. 805) as

a town in the sancak of Sirem lying 30 kilometers west of Mitrovica. The bac -i Morevik
mentioned in our document is however clearly said to belong to the sancak of Semendire.
From its name it can be guessed that it was near a ford or toll post on a main road, but its

exact location is not known.
35 )    Silver mining was engaged in at Rudnik from the early Middle Ages; see J.

Jireèek, Handelsstraßen und Bergwerke . . . , p. 50. During the reign of Suleyman
I (1520— 1566) a portion of the revenues (213,769 akèa) from silver mining there were set

aside as income for the imperial domains; T. Gökbilgin, Rumeli eyaleti, Belleten 20

(1956), p. 257.
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(p.20) (XV) Mukataat -i maden -i hasha -i atik ve cedid -i Zaplana 36 ) der liva -i

Alacahisar, an 12 Zilkade sene 1012

1012/1603 (fi sitté sinin)    _

nukre -i halise — hasene 230,000 (x 120)    =    27,600,000
— [nakdine] 37 )    990,008

(XVI) Emanet -i mukataa -i maden ve hasha -i Singil 38 ) der kaza -i Demirhisan,

an 6 Rebi’ul-ahir sene 998 (ibtida -i mukataa)

998/1590 (fi selase sinin)    _

nukre -i halise — hasene 40,000 (x 120)    —    4,800,000
— nakdine    360,000

997/1589 (fi selase sinin)    _

nukre -i halise — hasene 40,000 (x 120)    =    4,800,000
— nakdine    330,000

(p.21) (XVII) Mukataat -i hasha -i nahiye -i Alasonya ve Domenik, an 26 Rebi’ul-ahir

sene 994

994/1586 (fi selase sinin)    250,000

(XVIII) Mukataat -i maden -i cedid der liva -i Egriboz ve kaza -i Tacagac ve

Badracik ve Catalca ve Velsin39 ) der liva -i Inebahti ve Tirhala, an gurre -i

Muharrem sene 994

(ibtida -i mukataa §ud, fi gurre -i Muharrem 994)
994/1586 (fi selase sinin)    300,000
996/1588 (fi arba sinin)    400,000

36 )    Zaplana (Zaplanina) ’s location is fixed on the map drawn by Kovacevic (Les
mines d’or . . . Annales 15 (1960), p. 248) as midway between Belobrdo and Livadje on

the edge of the Kopaonik mountains and close to the left bank of the Ibar river. For

details on the extraction of lead from ore mined in Zaplanina see Barkan, Suleymaniye
Cami, pp. 371—373.

37 )    In a few entries in the document (e. g. nos. XI, XV, XVI) the revenues from mining
are recorded in terms of gold and silver coin. Accounting for revenues in gold simplified
payments to the treasury and avoided the complications which arose from akca coins of

variant standard which often circulated coincidently. The gold coin or hasene was, for

purposes of accounting, at this date equivalent to 120 akca, while the silver nakdine

corresponded to the official akca whose standard was fixed by the mint. Compare the

rates of these coins in sixteenth century Hungary in L. Fekete, Siyaqat-Schrift, Vol¬

ume 1, p. 238, note 7.
38 )    Singil (    ).    This    name is attested in the district of Demirhisar in the salname

of the province of Selanik for the year 1897 (1315 A. H.) on page 121.

39 )    On the location of Velsin among the towns of the sancak of Tirhala, see Hammer,

Rumeli und Bosna, p. 104; Inciciyan, Osmanli Rumelisi, p. 61.
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